When school started this year
the teacher
assigned each student a desk.
Each row was meticulously
alphabetized—
though one desk was noticeably
empty.
The empty desk stood at the end of the last row.
The desk
belonged to Christy Walters.
Small towns
have difficulty keeping secrets—and kids in
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Something To Cheer About

The Tiger: My little brother and I would race to the river. He was always
a little faster. He always jumped into the water first.
The Father My son was the one who found him. He must have seen him
in the water. I don’t know if he jumped in to save him—or if he thought
Jacob was inviting him to play in the pool. Neither one of them was what
you would call a good swimmer.
The Tiger: One day, after a storm, we ran to the river, my brother and
I. As usual, my little brother beat me once again. Only this time, when I
got there, my little brother was nowhere to be seen. He was floating down
the river. The river was wild and untamed. It was raging from the heavy
rainfall, after the day’s storm.
The Father This one was struggling. He was about to drown himself. I
jumped in and pulled him out of the pool, and I could see Jacob just—
floating—moving in slow-motion about two feet under the surface. My
wife ran inside to call 911.
The Tiger: We ran alongside the river—following my brother, as the
currents carried him away. Finally, the waters calmed, and we could see
my little brother just—floating—moving in slow-motion about two feet
under the surface…We just—stood there, my father and I—helpless—
unable to do anything to save him.
The Father So, yes, we’ve already lost one child. We can’t lose another.
Yes, sir, this one almost drowned. It’s a miracle he didn’t. (Suddenly his
son’s monitors trigger an alarm) What’s that? What’s going on, Doctor?
The Doctor: Nurse! Get the emergency team!
The Father What’s happening?
The Doctor: Mr. Williams, we need you to leave the room, please. Now!
The Tiger: I’ve escaped! I am no longer confined by the bars of my cage!
How I have escaped—I have no idea. All I know is that I’m running as
fast and as far away as I can! Running with such speed, my stripes must
look like balls-of-fire trailing behind me.
The Doctor: One, two, three, clear!—
The Tiger: At last, I am free!
The Doctor: One, two, three, clear!—

Tiger in a Cage

Something To Cheer About is a narrative poem that may be performed
by either a female or a male and should be entered in Poetry
Interpretation. Choosing the narrator of the poem will be crucial in
determining how to best perform this poem. Is the narrator a fellow
cheerleader? Perhaps the narrator is simply a fellow classmate.
Could the narrator be one of the football players on the team who
is inspired by Christy’s battle against cancer? Giving the narrator a
definitive persona will allow the poem to be more easily accessible
to the audience. There are a lot of emotions found within this poem.
Play those emotions. The performer’s facial expressions and rate of
delivery should mirror the emotions found within the progression of
the poem. When the narrator first speaks of Christy’s diagnosis, the
vocals, facial expressions and rate of delivery should indicate concern
for her, and these beginning lines should be delivered with a slower,
more methodical rate of delivery. After all, everyone is very worried
for their friend; however, when the football team begins winning its
games after receiving a recorded message from Christy, the mood
and tone of the poem should change to one of inspiration and hope.
That excitement for the teams’ success should be easily noted by the
audience through the smiles of the performer and the energy in the
vocals during this section of the poem. The performer will also notice
the use of repetition throughout the poem. Play each of the repetitive
phrases differently. Placing the correct emphasis of different words
will add overall vocal variety to the performance. This poem is a tourde-force for the right performer. The drama mask icons simply serve
as suggestions for when to turn the pages in the manuscript.
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did. I checked it like, three times that afternoon.

NOTES

The Father What do I do? Tell me, Doctor. What do I do?
The Doctor: You know I can’t tell you that…
The Father My gut tells me No! This kid is a miracle! A miracle! Did
you know that? We weren’t even supposed to be able to have children,
and then, bam—we were given the most precious child that was ever born.
And he, of course, was followed by his little brother, Jacob, who we—we
can’t lose him, too, Doctor. We just can’t lose another child… He’s our
pride and joy.
The Tiger: My pride was small—consisting of my mother, my father, and
my little brother.
The Doctor: Oh, I’m sorry. I was unaware—
The Father Jacob was the meanest little fart you’d ever meet. Rebellious
as the day is long. Where we used to live, there was a community pool.
We’d let the kids play in the shallow end of the pool—supervised, of
course. They had to have their little floatation devices on before we’d ever
even let them near the water.
The Tiger: My little brother and I would pounce about in the shallow
waters near the embankment—splashing about with wild abandon.
The Father One day, we were throwing a party—just a little
neighborhood get-together. My wife and I were busy with all of the
preparations, and we didn’t realize Jacob had somehow snuck outside. He
was at that curious stage when he really wanted to get into everything, but
he had trouble figuring out how to actually do it. We didn’t know he was
able to unlock doors yet. I know we had the backdoor locked. I know we
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Tiger in a Cage

It was something to talk about.

Not every school has a student
diagnosed with cancer.
Not every school has a student
fighting for her life.
Not every school has a student
missed by everyone in her class.
Christy Walters
is our school.
Christy Walters
is everyone’s best friend.
Christy Walters
is and has been a cheerleader
for twelve of her seventeen years of life—
from a little girl in pigtails
standing on the sidelines of a Pee Wee football game
to the co-captain of this year’s varsity squad.
From the picture of perfect health
standing on the sidelines of the brightest future in school
to the negative images shown on an x-ray machine.
It was something to think about.

Christy has cheered for the home team,
when everyone else—including the players—lost hope.
Christy has cheered for the hometown football team
that has not won a game in two-and-a-half seasons.

Something To Cheer About

The Tiger: I know I should feel anger. Tigers are known for their strength
and aggressive behavior, but for some reason unknown to me—strangely—
I feel weak. Perhaps I am just tired from the chase. Honestly, I do not
remember being chased. That I am caged comes as a complete surprise to
me. I do not remember…ever… feeling so…calm.

small towns
are usually the first ones to know these secrets.
Christy Walters
was diagnosed with cancer.
Christy Walters
was starting chemotherapy.
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questions you might have. Sometimes, knowing certain facts—makes the
decision process—well, it makes things easier
The Father How long…? How long can my child live like this?
The Doctor: It depends, of course. Each patient is as unique as the
situation that brought them to this destination in the first place.
The Father He won’t feel anything, will he?
The Doctor: No, he won’t feel a thing.
The Father No pain?
The Doctor: No. No pain whatsoever. As I said, he won’t feel a thing.

